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Abstract

A theory of the function of cerebral cortex and thalamus is sketched.

1. Introduction

This report sketches the author’s theory of cerebral cortex and thalamus; incorporating relevant discoveries, improvements, changes and updates as of the issue date. The main focus is to provide a coherent, integrated picture of that portion of the theory which provides answers to the following questions: What is cortical knowledge and how is it acquired and stored?, and How is cortical knowledge used to carry out thinking? The theory’s explanation for another key aspect of cortical and thalamic function – the moment-by-moment selection, evaluation, and execution of the action commands that control waking brain activity and muscle movement – is also briefly addressed.

This theory proposes the first cogent answers to these questions and therefore should be of interest to both scientists and technologists. In particular, the theory’s characterizations of knowledge and thinking are radically different from the ‘reasoning’ approaches that others have considered; and, given their efficacy (as demonstrated herein via computer thinking experiments), these deserve attention on their own merits.

The reader is warned that this theory is not a simple ‘sound bite’ discovery; as is today’s fashion. The pieces of this theory emerged gradually over decades (I began research in computational neurobiology in 1968). However, these pieces only came together as a whole late in 2003. Thus, this report must introduce and relate a number of novel concepts and show how they fit together. To keep the discussion accessible, detailed mathematical models of feature attractors and knowledge links are not discussed. The mathematics of confabulation is so simple that it is included.

The basic claim of the theory is that the cerebral cortex and thalamus implement thousands of lexicons, each containing thousands of symbols. These constitute the terms of reference used to describe the objects and actions of the mental universe. Each such lexicon is postulated to be implemented by a single, modular, thalamocortical neuronal circuit called a feature attractor (each symbol of the lexicon is represented by a distinctive population of co-active neurons). Each cortical item of knowledge (of which the average human has billions) is hypothesized to take the form of a unidirectional neuronal linkage between the neurons representing one symbol in one lexicon to neurons representing a second symbol in a second lexicon. Simultaneous inputs from (potentially) thousands of knowledge links to a feature attractor cause many of the neural ensembles representing symbols of its lexicon to become partially excited. The feature attractor then operates; extinguishing all of these excited neurons except those of the single most excited symbol ensemble. This simple, fast, ‘winner-take-all’ information processing operation, termed confabulation, is postulated to be the fundamental mechanism of vertebrate cognition.

The next section of this report (derived from a stand-alone article that has not yet been published) discusses an idealized mathematical description of confabulation. This discussion illustrates, largely sans biology, the essence of cortical knowledge acquisition, knowledge storage, and thinking. The third section then overviews how these mechanisms of knowledge storage and confabulation are implemented in biological tissue. This
third section also introduces the hypothesized process by which cortex controls waking brain function moment-by-moment. Finally, a brief discussion section ends the report.

While this theory is distinctly novel, many of its individual elements have been proposed long ago. A recent book chapter [Hecht-Nielsen 2003] details past research that influenced the early development of this theory.

2. Confabulation

Summary: The main research program of Artificial Intelligence has been to find some sort of reasoning process that can account for animal cognition. Confabulation, a symbolic prediction technique introduced here, is the antithesis of this program. Instead of trying to reason from assumed facts to conclusions, it uses a strange form of knowledge to rule out unreasonable outcomes: leaving a core set of not-unreasonable possibilities called an expectation. Then, employing this same knowledge in a different way, it identifies the highest quality conclusions in the expectation. Unlike reasoning, which must employ highly refined and specific knowledge that is difficult and expensive to obtain, confabulation uses a type of knowledge (conditional probabilities between pairs of symbols) that is simple and easy to obtain in the required vast quantities. The recently discovered neuronal Marder / Turrigiano / Hebb learning principle produces this kind of knowledge. Confabulation is proposed as the underlying mechanism of all vertebrate cognition.
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<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
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<td>0</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. A confabulation architecture for answering phrase completion questions. Given a phrase (a string of one, two, three, or four words – in this case the phrase there were many) for which the set of reasonable next words (an expectation) are to be predicted, we place each word, in sequence, above its column of symbols (each represented by a circle) so that the last word of the phrase is above the fourth column from the left. Each column has 10,000 symbols, only a few of which are shown, representing the 10,000 word English lexicon we are using. The unique word assigned to each symbol is arbitrary, but is fixed at the outset and not allowed to change. For each word of a phrase we activate the symbol of its column that represents that word (the active symbols are the filled circles). Any leading columns which have no phrase words are left blank. At the end of the confabulation process the ‘best’ answer to the phrase completion question (the expectation symbol with the highest estimated quality) is expressed as an active symbol on the fifth column.
Figure 2. An example of the knowledge acquisition process. A five-word window (illustrated at top) marches, one word at a time, from the beginning of a 1.4 billion word English training corpus (the text string shown at top which begins with Today and ends with goal.) to the end. Each time an admissible substring (see text) is found in the window it is right-justified to the fifth column and expressed on the architecture by activating the appropriate symbols; as shown here for the admissible substring bus went towards chicago yesterday. For each such admissible substring a unidirectional weighted pairwise link is created from each active symbol on columns one, two, three, and four to the symbol active on column five (or, if the link already exists, its use count is incremented by one). All the links terminate on symbols of the fifth (answer) column, since that is where the knowledge is needed to select the reasonable phrase completion words. After the window has completed its traverse of the training corpus, links that are considered meaningful are retained and have a weight assigned to them. Each such link is an individual item of knowledge. 5,251,335 knowledge items were generated in this experiment.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a concrete example of confabulation. In this architecture, five lexicons (shown as columns of circles), each containing 10,000 symbols, are employed. In these example lexicons, each symbol is arbitrarily (and permanently) assigned to represent exactly one unique English word of the 10,000 most frequently seen words in a 1.4 billion word corpus of general proper English text (e.g., news stories). Concatenating the sentences of the corpus into one long string of words with punctuation (and eliminating capitals and replacing words outside the set of 10,000 with a special “not in vocabulary” marker), a five-consecutive-word window is marched from the beginning of this string to the end, advancing one word at a time (as illustrated in Figure 2). Each time a string of contiguous words (each among the 10,000) with no internal punctuation (period, comma, etc.) are found at the right end of the window, this complete admissible substring (which might be 2, 3, 4, or 5 words long) is used for training the architecture.

To carry out training, each word of the admissible substring is placed, in order, above the successive columns of the architecture; with the last word of the substring always placed above the fifth column (as shown in the example of Figure 2 for an admissible string of five words). In each column with a word above it, the unique symbol representing that word is activated. A pairwise unidirectional link (for which a use count is maintained) is then formed between each active symbol in the first four columns and the symbol active on the fifth column (or, if this link was already formed, its use count is incremented by one).

After the window has completed its long march down the training corpus string, each link that was formed and used at least three times (links with usage below this cut-off value are considered not meaningful and are
Carrying out this knowledge acquisition process on a computer (with the above-mentioned English corpus) yielded 5,251,335 items of knowledge (the knowledge bases from columns one, two, three, and four to column five equal to the product p(\(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5\)).

To see why this particular type of probability is used, and not some other, it is explained below.

### Critical Material

The probability \(p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5)\), a new quantity introduced here, can be interpreted as the degree (relative to other column five symbols) to which symbol \(\varepsilon_5\) can serve as a prediction or conclusion to be drawn from a particular ordered set of symbols \(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4\) (termed the assumed facts). A key advantage of using \(p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5)\) is that it does not depend on the frequency of appearance of \(\varepsilon_5\), only on the degree of \(\varepsilon_5\)’s ‘logical support’ of, or ‘level of consistency’ with, the set of assumed facts \(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4\). Thus, while finding the \(\varepsilon_5\) which maximises this probability is not reasoning, it clearly has similarities to the reasoning process of proving or inferring \(\varepsilon_5\) from \(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4\). The set of all \(\varepsilon_5\), if any, such that \(p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) > 0\) is termed the ideal expectation. Of course, probabilities such as \(p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5)\) are conceptually and not practically calculable; but represent the benefit that ideal omniscient knowledge would confer.

Consafabulation (defined here, for simplicity, only for the concrete case of exactly four assumed facts \(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4\) with positive indices, but with obvious generalization) is a predictive technique that assumes possession of all non-zero (i.e., meaningful) antecedent support probabilities of the form \(p(\lambda_0 | \varepsilon_5)\) (and assumes that all other such probabilities are zero). Using this exhaustive knowledge, given assumed facts \(\alpha_1, \beta_2, \gamma_3, \text{ and } \delta_4\), confabulation creates the expectation consisting of all symbols \(\varepsilon_5\) having \(p(\alpha_1 | \varepsilon_5), p(\beta_2 | \varepsilon_5), p(\gamma_3 | \varepsilon_5), \text{ and } p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)\) all positive. If the expectation is empty, then there are no reasonable predictions (knowing when we don’t know is itself useful). Notice that if any of these pairwise conditionals are zero, say \(p(\beta_2 | \varepsilon_5) = 0\), then applying the identity \(p(\text{abcde}) = p(a | \text{bcde}) \cdot p(b | \text{cde}) \cdot p(c | \text{de}) \cdot p(d | e) \cdot p(e)\) yields \(p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) = p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 | \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5) = p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4) / p(\varepsilon_5)\).

**Expectation Theorem:** Confabulation produces an expectation which contains the ideal expectation as a subset.

Notice in the above that we could just as well have used the probability \(p(\beta_2 | \varepsilon_5)\) (which essentially corresponds to classical ‘Hebbian’ co-occurrence learning) instead of \(p(\beta_2 | \varepsilon_5)\); because, by Bayes’ law, \(p(\beta_2 | \varepsilon_5) \equiv p(\beta_2 | \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5)\). Below it is shown why \(p(\lambda_0 | \varepsilon_5)\) knowledge is the correct choice.

In some applications (e.g., solving the cocktail party problem [Sagi, et al.]), expectations are all that are needed. However, in other situations (e.g., for the phrase completion problem example considered here), we need, if possible, to find those ideal expectation elements of highest ideal quality (these are termed ideal answers). In lieu of ideal qualities \(p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)\), which are unknowable, confabulation assigns an estimated quality to each expectation element \(\varepsilon_5\) equal to the product \(p(\alpha_1 | \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\beta_2 | \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3 | \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)\). To see why this
makes sense, note that by the above identity we can write \( p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5) = p(\alpha_1|\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\beta_2|\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3|\delta_4|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4|\varepsilon_5) \). Similar expansions can be derived for the quantities \( p(\beta_2|\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5), p(\gamma_3|\delta_4|\varepsilon_5), \) and \( p(\delta_4|\varepsilon_5) \), which are all equal to \( p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5) \). Multiplying these four expansions together and simplifying (see APPENDIX for details) yields:

\[
[p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)]^4 = [p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)/p(\alpha_1|\varepsilon_5)] \\
\cdot [p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)/p(\beta_2|\varepsilon_5)] \\
\cdot [p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3|\delta_4,\varepsilon_5)/p(\gamma_3|\varepsilon_5)] \\
\cdot [p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3|\delta_4,\varepsilon_5)/p(\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)]
\]

The key observation is that, for natural information environments, the ratios in the first four bracketed quantities on the right side will, in general, each probably change only slightly for different expectation elements \( \varepsilon_5 \). For example, for text, consider \( \alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4 = \text{the train was going south} \). Then, \( p(\alpha_1\beta_2\gamma_3\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)/p(\alpha_1|\varepsilon_5) = p(\text{the train was going south})/p(\alpha_1|\varepsilon_5) = p(\text{the train was going south})/p(\alpha_1|\varepsilon_5) \).

Typical answers obtained by applying confabulation to predict phrase completions using the English text knowledge bases described above are listed below (The answers, if any, obtained by applying estimated quality to expectation elements, are shown in descending order of estimated quality. When the expectation has more than six elements the top six answers are shown in parentheses, followed by the total number of conclusions in the expectation; if the expectation has six or fewer elements, square brackets are used, and all the answers are shown):

- she could determine (whether, exactly, if, why, how, precisely) 8
- academic administrators said [faculty]
- if it was not (immediately, clear, enough, true, properly, stupid) >999
- earthquake activity was [centered]
- for lack of a (unified, blockbuster, comprehensive, definitive, coordinated, protein) 111
- a lack of (urgency, oxygen, understanding, confidence, communication, enthusiasm) 407
- regardless of expected [outcome, length]
- the bells were [spun, sounded, chanted]
- cars drove down a (lane, freeway, highway, dirt, taxi, tying) 9
- driving west on interstate [highway, freeway]
- snow fell in (freezing, montana, portions, northwestern, northeastern) 11
- the facts point to [ ]
- threats of terrorist [attacks, retaliation, strikes, violence]
- tomorrow will bring high [ ]
- the machine (tools, tool, guns, gun, operator, shop) 33
A more elaborate experiment, utilizing 100,000 symbols in each lexicon (representing 30,000 words and 70,000 word groups) trained on a similar text corpus, but with knowledge bases linking every ordered pair of lexicons (i.e., this system can fill in a missing word anywhere in a phrase), yielded:

- caused by (chlorine, emission, concern over, smog, bacterial) 17 pollution
- sail the ship to (arrive at, papeete, international waters, antarctica, mururoa, auckland) 8
- bottom line (was boosted, also got a boost, can pass, here is, got a boost, by firing) 23
- alternate sorts of
- later (made his way, strolled, while driving, marched, tore, dragged) 63 down the street
- overcome the advantages of
This latter architecture possessed 63,871,367 items of knowledge. Notice the automatic and instantaneous emergence of ‘grammar’ and ‘semantics’ in the examples of both experiments. Confabulation likely obviates the need for linguistic concepts such as grammar and semantics; and much else.

The name *confabulation* derives from the psychiatric syndrome of confabulation, in which the production of language is not impaired, but key facts regarding the context of a production seem to be unavailable. The results of thought in this case are conclusions (often not factually correct) that cannot be ruled out based upon the reduced set of assumed facts employed. The confabulation syndrome thus reveals the inner working of thought as the identification of not-known-to-be-wrong conclusions; as opposed to some sort of reasoning. Thus the name.

One of the most important aspects of confabulation is its ability to effectively deal with novel presentations of familiar elements (a characteristic that today’s information processing approaches generally lack). Some of the
examples in the above experiments are novel phrases that were never encountered in the training corpus. Since only pairwise antecedent support knowledge is used, the system has no ability to decide that a particular collection of assumed facts is novel or familiar and deals effectively with both; as long as they ‘make sense’ (i.e., do not have any zero probabilities within the formula relating estimated to ideal quality). Obviously, as evidenced by the inability of confabulation to complete some sensible example phrases in the above experiments (e.g., bridges under construction [ ]), the knowledge bases used are not exhaustive. Nonetheless, every meaningless test phrase we have tried (e.g., “tune card fly bold”) yields an empty expectation. Thus, somewhat incomplete (i.e., not completely exhaustive) knowledge seems to translate into a tendency to make errors of omission, not commission; a generally favorable attribute.

Note that in the above formula relating estimated quality to ideal quality the ‘Hebbian’ \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \) quantities would not work: we must have the \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \). To acquire one item of this knowledge, symbols \( \lambda_0 \) and \( \varepsilon_5 \) must co-occur and a unidirectional link must be formed from \( \lambda_0 \) to \( \varepsilon_5 \) having strength \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \) (or some monotonically increasing function of this quantity; such as the logarithm of the ratio of \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \) to \( p_0 \), the minimum meaningful link strength). In brains, the phenomenon of long term potentiation [Cowen, Sudhof, and Stevens] (and the suspected associated, although as yet undiscovered, permanent memory solidification process) supports the notion of Hebb that causal co-occurrences of firing of \( \lambda_0 \) and \( \varepsilon_5 \) will lead to a synaptic link of strength equal to a direct function of the joint co-occurrence probability \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \). Recent studies of postsynaptic neurotransmitter depolarization transduction response by Marder and her colleagues [Marder] and by Turrigiano and her colleagues [Turrigiano; Desai] suggests that the post-synaptic apparatus of an excitatory cortical synapse is independently modifiable in multiplicative series with this \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \) efficacy; tending towards a neurotransmitter receptivity proportional to a direct function of the reciprocal of its neuron’s average firing rate; which is essentially \( p(\varepsilon_5) \). The net result is implementation by this \( \text{Marder} / \text{Turrigiano} / \text{Hebb} \) learning process of an overall link strength directly related to \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5)/p(\varepsilon_5) \), which, as noted above, is \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \). Thus, it is plausible that biological learning processes at the neuron level can accumulate the knowledge needed for confabulation. More on the biological mechanization of these knowledge links below.

Even if exhaustive knowledge is available, all the expectation theorem guarantees is that no viable answers (i.e., elements of the ideal expectation) will be left out of the confabulation-derived expectation. So, the potential exists for an expectation to also contain many ‘spurious’ symbols (unreasonable predictions) that just happen to have all their \( p(\lambda_0|\varepsilon_5) \) probabilities positive. Further, even if the estimated quality ordering of ideal expectation elements is the same as that for ideal quality, there is no guarantee that when estimated quality is applied to such spurious symbols that these estimated quality values will not exceed those of the ideal answers. [Additionally, some seemingly straightforward predictions by confabulation might, in fact, not be correct because a zero higher-order probability value (indicating an unusual deviation of this case from ‘normal’ patterns of usage) would invalidate the estimated quality to ideal quality conversion formula. However, these cases may not actually be a problem because they can be handled by explicitly and exhaustively learning all of the involved exceptions. For example, ‘an historic’ as opposed to ‘a historic.’] Obviously, it would be easy to design contrived symbolic information environments that strongly exhibit the above problems, and others. As a result, confabulation might seem disturbingly inadequate and possibly even dangerous as a basis for cognition.

The unseen hand of evolution is probably why confabulation works so well in practice. Text is an ideal example of this: an information environment presumably explicitly designed to exactly fit the capabilities and function of confabulation; which would explain why none of the possible problems mentioned in the last paragraph are seen in the text experiments presented above. It seems likely that the symbolic lexicons of today’s vertebrates arose by a long and arduous process of evolution driven by the survival benefits conferred by having expectations with no spurious elements and estimated quality provided by confabulation closely approximating that of the ideal. Once achieved, these lexicon designs have been highly conserved. In other words, it is conjectured that proper design of the lexicons, and proper design of the learning saga that each individual undergoes during development – both genetically determinable – can control deviations of confabulation from the ideal.
Figure 3 Corticothalamic information processing functionality. The cortical theory holds that the quarter-square-meter surface of human cerebral cortex is effectively divided into thousands of small localized notional patches or *regions*. Each such cortical region is hypothesized to be paired with a unique, much smaller, dedicated *volume* of thalamus; to which it is reciprocally axonally connected. Each such pair of a cortical region and its thalamic volume, along with their reciprocal connections, constitutes a distinct modular *feature attractor* neuronal circuit. A feature attractor circuit, when allowed to run free, is hypothesized to function as an ‘analogue to symbolic’ converter: rapidly converting an arbitrary ensemble of neuronal excitations on its cortical region into one, and only one, of a fixed *lexicon* of sparse neuronal activity patterns on that same cortical region (each such pattern consisting of a few hundred highly active neurons, representing one *symbol* of the lexicon). These regional lexicons are formed at various points in childhood and then largely frozen for life. Each lexicon describes exactly one *attribute* of an *object* or *action* of the mental world. These lexicons provide the fixed symbolic terms of reference that are required for the accumulation and use of knowledge over decades. Pairs of symbols which appear together meaningfully have unidirectional neuronal links established between them via ‘Hebbian’ synaptic modification. Each such link is a single *item of knowledge*; of which the average human is postulated to possess billions.

Clearly, confabulation immediately and automatically applies all available knowledge concerning each assumed fact (links from that assumed fact’s symbol to the symbols of the answer lexicon) that would bear on the selection of the answer to a question. Thus, confabulation is immune to the *knowledge selection problem* (somehow deciding which items of knowledge to apply to which arguments at each step of information processing); another difficulty which bedevils knowledge-based information processing schemes.

The time required to carry out confabulation is that required to create the expectation, order its symbols by estimated quality, and select the top item. As explained in more detail later, the cerebral cortex is hypothesized to be able to carry out this process very rapidly using localized, parallel processing. Even though neurons have very low speed and dynamic range, a complete confabulation operation can probably often be completed in a few tens of milliseconds (ms). The theory holds that confabulation (and its variants) is the only elemental information processing operation of vertebrate cognition. It is the core essence of thinking. For confabulation to be the basis of thinking requires that every *attribute* used to describe an *object* or *action* of the mental world must be represented by a single symbol drawn from a lexicon dedicated to that attribute. In other words, a ‘column’ of symbols needs to be provided for each of a multitude of individual descriptive attributes. Further, once formed, each such column must not have symbols deleted from it, or changed in meaning, for life.
(addition of symbols can occur); in order to ensure that accumulated items of knowledge which employ those terms of reference can be used at any point in the future. That is precisely what the theory hypothesizes.

Figure 4 Overview of the normal function of a single mature feature attractor neuronal circuit. The green neurons of the cortical region (shown in the left diagram, which shows the first, downward transmission, step of operation of the circuit) are a few of (potentially) thousands of pyramidal feature detector neurons of cortical layers II, III, and IV that have been excited by external thalamic and/or cortical inputs to this cortical region. These excited feature detector neurons together send signals to neurons of layer VI of the region; a few tens, to many hundreds, of which thereby become excited. These excited layer VI neurons, in turn, send outputs to a collection of glomeruli in the paired thalamic volume of the feature attractor circuit; causing a few tens to hundreds of them to become excited. The right diagram shows these excited glomeruli sending their output back up to layer IV of the cortical region of the circuit. Here, only neurons representing exactly one of the lexicon symbols (the one that most closely matches the initial ensemble of excited neurons) become activated. Each lexicon symbol is represented by a fixed-for-life set of hundreds of feature detector neurons, tens of layer VI neurons, and tens of glomeruli (because these sets are selected essentially randomly they automatically have low maximum pairwise overlap). The surprising fact that a simple model of this circuit, starting with multiple symbols initially partially excited, is guaranteed to eventually converge to a single symbol after a finite number of round trips (for at least certain initial states) was established mathematically in 1988 by the author and Karen Haines [Haines and Hecht-Nielsen; Sommer and Palm; Kosko; Hopfield; Amari]. The added surprise that this convergence actually occurs in a single round trip was discovered experimentally by the author in the early 1990s (when the first extensive computer experiments with models of feature attractors at sufficiently large scales first became feasible). The even greater surprise that this circuit will often converge to a single symbol in a single round trip for an essentially arbitrary initial state was only established recently by the author [to be published]. Note that both the downward and the upward connections also target the thalamic reticular nucleus (NRT) (which then has an inhibitory effect on selected glomeruli of the thalamic volume). For simplicity, the NRT is ignored here.

Many cortical thought processes only require expectations, not answers (e.g., for operations such as segmenting an attended object from a complex dynamic, multi-object sensory input stream so that it can be analyzed in isolation – an example is the cocktail party problem [Sagi] where only the feasible sound inputs from one speaker among many are allowed to proceed past the primary auditory cortical level).

The next section sketches the theory’s explanation of how knowledge is stored and how confabulation is implemented in the cerebral cortex. The separate, but strongly related, question of how thought processes
(stored coordinated sets of confabulation operations) and movement processes (stored coordinated sets of muscle operations) are selected and executed (in this theory thoughts and movements are viewed as siblings and are referred to – both individually and in combinations – as actions) at each moment during wakefulness is also briefly considered.

3. Thalamocortical Information Processing
For concreteness, unless otherwise indicated, this discussion will center on mature human cerebral cortex and thalamus. This report is only intended to provide an introductory sketch of the still-developing theory (primarily for use as background for more focused research reports). For this purpose, many details are suppressed and other topics that the theory comments upon (e.g., how confabulation is used to carry out sensory and motor processing) are only briefly mentioned, or are skipped altogether. A previous description [Hecht-Nielsen 2003] of portions of the theory provides further elaboration of some of its biological aspects. Familiarity with general human neuroanatomy and neurophysiology is assumed.

As shown in Figure 3, the theory hypothesizes that cerebral cortex (along with thalamus) implements confabulation using a fundamental modular neuronal circuit called a feature attractor. Each of these circuits implements exactly one lexicon of symbols and carries out the confabulation processing operation when that lexicon is used as the answer lexicon of a confabulation operation. On other occasions, when such a lexicon is used to express an assumed fact symbol, its feature attractor circuit assumes that pure symbolic state and holds it active for the brief time needed for the answer lexicon(s) to receive the link inputs from that symbol and complete the confabulation operation. Just as with movements, precise relative timing of the individual events involved in carrying out confabulation is essential. This is because a feature attractor circuit that is to carry out confabulation must have all the necessary link inputs (often thousands of them, emanating from sometimes more than ten assumed fact symbols) arrive at the cortical region of the circuit at precisely the same time. Further, that ‘answer lexicon’ circuit must usually be in a ‘cleared’ or ‘erased’ state at that moment. The signal that then triggers confabulation (actually, this is the suspension of a signal – as described below) must arrive a very short time after these input link signals have arrived and excited tens of thousands of neurons within the circuit. The items of knowledge used in thought are stored in cortex as unidirectional physical links connecting the neurons of a symbol in one feature attractor’s lexicon with a symbol in another’s. Knowledge bases of these links (where, again, a knowledge base is the set of all links in one direction between symbols of a particular pair of lexicons) must themselves be deliberately and individually enabled by control signals at the proper moment. The details of these postulated biological implementations are now described.

3.1 Feature Attractor Neuronal Circuits: The Engines of Thought
To keep the exposition simple, feature attractors will be treated as isolated, independently operated, modular units that do not functionally interact with one another except via knowledge links being used to convey assumed fact link probabilities. In reality, the picture is more complicated: collections of feature attractor circuits having nearby cortical regions often do interact somewhat (for example, they can cooperate in their choices of symbols to keep overall information redundancy under control) and are often operated in synchrony. However, for the purposes of this report’s ‘first-order’ sketch of the theory, these refinements can be ignored.

As shown in Figure 4, each modular feature attractor neuronal circuit has a cortical region of localized extent with a cortical surface area of a few square millimetres (perhaps 2-10 mm²). This cortical region contains hundreds of thousands of neurons, of which perhaps more than 100,000 are (excitatory, pyramidal) feature detector neurons available to function as representations for the symbols of its lexicon (each lexicon typically contains a few thousand symbols). By a process akin to vector quantizer (VQ) codebook development in information theory [Zador] the symbols of a lexicon develop together over a period ranging from weeks to years, typically during childhood. Each symbol is represented by a specific set of a few hundred feature detector neurons. Because of the random selections involved, the maximum neuron overlap between any pair of such sets will, with extremely high probability, be relatively small.

The symbols of each individual lexicon are developed so as to represent one specific attribute of an object or action with low information loss. The attribute a particular lexicon describes is determined genetically by the
nature of the sources of the axonal inputs (from thalamus, cortex, or elsewhere) that happen to land on that particular region. Human cerebral cortex / thalamus implement thousands of these modular feature attractor circuits; one for each lexicon. The process by which each lexicon is developed is now sketched.

In the beginning, the feature attractor circuit of the lexicon is immature and not functional. First, a sizable subset of the roughly 100,000 feature detector neurons of cortical layers II, III, and IV of the region happen by chance to preferentially receive external inputs and are stimulated repeatedly by these inputs. These neurons develop, through various mutually competitive and cooperative interactions, responses which collectively cover the range of signal ensembles the region’s input channels are providing. In effect, each such feature detector neuron is simultaneously driven to respond strongly to one of the input signal ensembles it happens to repeatedly receive; while at the same time, through competition between feature detector neurons within the region, it is discouraged from becoming tuned to the same ensemble of inputs as other feature detector neurons of the region. This is the classic insight that arose originally in connection with the mathematical concept of \( k\)-means. These competitive and cooperative VQ feature set development ideas have been extensively studied in various forms by many researchers from the 1960s through today, including Queen [Nilsson], [Tsypkin], [von der Malsburg], [Grossberg], [Carpenter], and [Kohonen]. The net result of this first stage of feature attractor circuit development is a large set of feature detector neurons (which, after this brief initial plastic period, become largely frozen in their responses – unless severe trauma later in life causes recapitulation of this early development phase) that have responses with moderate local redundancy and high input range coverage (i.e., low information loss). These might be called the simple feature detector neurons. They probably constitute roughly half of the total available population of the region’s feature detector neurons.

Once the simple feature detector neurons have been formed and frozen, additional secondary (or “complex”) feature detector neurons within the region then organize. These are neurons which just happen (the wiring of cortex is locally random and is essentially formed first, during early organization and learning, and then is soon frozen for life) to receive most of their input from simple feature detector neurons (as opposed to primarily from extra-regional inputs, as with the simple feature detector neurons themselves). This often implies that the simple neurons which feed them will tend to be rather more widely dispersed than the external inputs, particularly in the case of sensory regions where the external simple cell inputs are being supplied primarily by thalamic axons projecting to cortical layer IV; which have a very limited distribution range from the point where they enter cortex. These new secondary feature detector neurons also organize along the lines of a VQ codebook – except that this codebook sits to some degree ‘on top’ of the simple cell codebook. The net result is that secondary feature neurons tend to learn statistically common combinations of multiple co-active simple feature detector neurons.

A new key principle postulated by the theory relative to these populations of feature detector neurons, is that secondary feature detector neurons also develop inhibitory connections (via growth of axons of properly interposed inhibitory interneurons that receive input from the secondary feature detector neurons) that target the simple feature detector neurons which feed them. Thus, when a secondary feature detector neuron becomes highly excited (partly) by simple feature detector neuron inputs, it then immediately shuts off these simple neurons. This is the theory’s precedence principle. In effect, it causes groups of inputs that are statistically ‘coherent’ to be re-represented as a whole ensemble; rather than as a collection of ‘unassembled’ pieces.

Once the secondary feature detectors have stabilized they too are then frozen and tertiary feature detectors (often coding even larger complexes of statistically meaningful inputs) form their codebook. They too obey the precedence principle. For example, in primary visual cortical regions, there are probably tertiary feature detectors which code long line segments (probably both curved and straight) spanning multiple regions. This is one example of how nearby regions might interact – such tertiary feature detectors might well inhibit and shut off lower-level feature detector neurons in other nearby regions. Of course, other inhibitory interactions also develop – such as the line ‘end stopping’ that inhibits reactions of line continuation feature detectors beyond its end. In essence, the interactions within cortex during the short time span of its reaction to external input (a few tens of milliseconds) are envisioned by this theory as similar to those postulated by Stephen Grossberg and Gail Carpenter and their colleagues in their visual processing theories [Grossberg 1987, Carpenter and Grossberg 1991].
Once the feature detector neurons (of all orders) have had their responses frozen, the next step is to consider the sets of feature detector neurons which become highly excited together across the cortical region due to external inputs. As mentioned above, because the input wiring of the feature detector neurons is random; the feature detector neurons function somewhat like VQ codebook vectors with many of their components randomly zeroed out (i.e., like ordinary VQ codebook vectors projected into randomly selected low-dimensional subspaces). In general, under these circumstances, it can be established that any input to the region (again, whether from thalamus, from other cortical regions, or from other extracortical sources) will cause a roughly equal number of feature detector neurons to become highly excited. This is easy to see for an ordinary VQ codebook. Imagine a probability density function in a high-dimensional input space (the raw input to the region). The feature detector responses can be represented as points spread out in a roughly equiprobable manner within this data cloud (at least before projection into their low-dimensional subspaces). Thus, given any specific input, a roughly uniform number of highest appropriate precedence feature detector points will be close to that input vector – thus causing their corresponding neurons to become highly excited. Thus, because of the information theoretic properties of VQs, the histogram of feature detector responses to each external input will tend to be roughly the same for all inputs. The theory postulates that each such ensemble of excited feature detector neurons possesses a few hundred members.

What happens next is that, as external inputs continue to arrive at the feature attractor circuit’s cortical region, the thalamocortical interaction portion of the circuit begins to organize. The idea is that the circuit has the propensity for an ensemble of simultaneously excited feature detector neurons of its cortical region to form connections to pyramidal neurons of layer VI of the cortical region. These connections are hypothesized to seek out neurons which happen to send excitation to thalamic glomeruli which just happen to send excitation back to the currently excited cortical neurons (either directly or through precedence principle predecessors). How this works, I am not sure. But the general idea is that, before long, many excited feature detector neuron ensembles become directly axonally connected to a paired, but much smaller, ensemble of layer VI neurons (perhaps containing a few tens of neurons). This Layer VI ensemble is then directly axonally connected to a small ensemble of thalamic glomeruli (again, a few tens of glomeruli). This ensemble of glomeruli then becomes directly axonally connected back to the original feature detector ensemble (or, at least, to its lower-precedence neurons).

Once these loops form, when they function, they tend to perseverate for a few tens of milliseconds (freezing the excitement states of the neurons of the feature attractor which are participating for this time). During this brief period, these axonal connections tend to become strengthened and partially frozen. As a result, discrete triples of ensembles of feature detector neurons, Layer VI neurons, and thalamic glomeruli begin to form. Thousands of these triples arise as the circuit is exposed to a wide sampling of its input. However, after a while, so many of these triples form (covering the full range of input possibilities) that each new input tends to simply activate one of the existing, strengthened, triples; rather than creating a new triple. In other words, the circuit becomes possessed of thousands of fixed stable states; into the nearest matching of which the circuit will fall when presented with a new input (after the brief period of self-interaction that occurs immediately after a new input is received).

That this thalamocortical circuit should exhibit such a remarkably simple and uncomplicated dynamical ‘attractor’ behavior is almost amazing. Extensive past studies of attractor networks [Amari 1972, 1974; Hopfield; Cohen; Kosko; Amit; Sommer and Palm] have never described a network with such desirable dynamical characteristics. Quite the contrary; most attractor networks have been shown to be subject to many serious dynamical shortcomings, such as unwanted stable states, poor or no convergence to desired stable states, slow convergence, etc. As discussed briefly in the caption of Figure 4, a simple mathematical model that I have constructed of the feature attractor circuit (and which the participants in my UCSD course have experimented with for many years) has demonstrated that it reliably, robustly, and rapidly converges to the nearest matching pure symbol state that most closely matches (in a sort of analog Hamming metric) the initial state of the cortical region. This itself is remarkable; even though this simple model contains strong assumptions (such as a precisely and globally controlled excitation threshold being supplied to all neurons).
The latest model of the feature attractor circuit (to be published soon) eliminates these biologically unrealistic assumptions and yet retains all of the performance seen in the earlier model.

**Figure 5** Cortical neuronal implementation of one item of knowledge, unidirectionally linking symbol i of the link's source region lexicon to symbol j of the link's target region lexicon. As discussed earlier, each symbol is represented by hundreds of feature detector neurons on the cortical region of its feature attractor lexicon. The hundreds of active neurons of symbol i (red dots) send their active outputs randomly (cortex is assumed to be permanently wired in a locally random pattern) to millions of excitatory pyramidal neurons. A few thousand of these millions receive a sufficient number of these inputs to become immediately and vigorously excited. These are termed *transponder neurons*. All of the (potentially tens of thousands or more) links that emanate from symbol i to symbols of all other lexicons are implemented by synapses from this one set of transponder neurons. In the instance illustrated here, we consider the small subset of transponder neurons possessing axon collaterals which just happen to synapse with one of the feature detector neurons which represent symbol j on the target region (green dots). Only a small fraction of the neurons representing symbol j (shown as blue dots), perhaps 10%, receive a sufficient number of these synapses (only connections from transponder neurons to one of these target symbol neurons are shown here). The postulated *cortical learning process* is the strengthening of these synapses to a level that, on average, equals $A \log(p_{ij}/p_0) + C$; where $A$ and $C$ are fixed positive constants for all of cortex, $p(ij)$ is the antecedent support probability weight of this link, and $p_0$ is the smallest meaningful $p(ij)$ value. In the event that both symbols i and j are active when this link's knowledge base has been activated, these final synapses are temporarily strengthened for a period of minutes or hours. If such a strengthened link is used again during that period of wakefulness, this further enhances and prolongs this strengthening. This is the phenomenon of *short term memory*. Some short term memories that persist until the next period of sleep are then rehearsed many times – which moves them forward in the process of establishing the synaptic strengthening as permanent. Those memories which are sufficiently rehearsed on multiple, closely-spaced nights become permanently strengthened. These are the knowledge links of cerebral cortex; of which some humans may have billions.
As the formation of new triples wanes, the feature detector circuit is frozen; only to be re-animated for modification in the event of the persistent appearance of inputs that are radically different from any in the existing ensemble of triples (in which case new triples can be added – thereby expanding the set of triples without causing any harm to the already existing set of triples). In the event of severe trauma (e.g., stroke), the feature attractor is presented with nothing but novel, unfamiliar, inputs; in which case many new triples are learned to incorporate these new inputs. However, in the process, the entire capacity of the circuit is used up and all the old triples are lost. This is the cortical lexicon rebuilding process that stroke victims probably must go through in the months following the attack.

At the end of the network organization process the set of triples of the feature attractor circuit provide a set of exemplars for representing individual inputs from the information environment being supplied to the circuit as input. This set is the feature attractor circuit’s lexicon, of which each triple in the set represents one symbol. Each feature detector neuron ensemble of the lexicon has a few hundred neurons that represent one symbol. The corresponding Layer VI neuron ensemble (excited by that particular feature detector ensemble) has a few tens of neurons which also represent that same symbol. The corresponding thalamic volume glomeruli that are highly excited by this Layer VI neuron ensemble also represent this same symbol. These three ensembles make up one triple; representing one symbol of the lexicon. These glomeruli then send their output back up to the original feature detector neurons representing the symbol (and/or their precedence principle predecessors), completing a stable loop. As shown in Figure 4, there is another component to the feature attractor circuit: the inhibitory reticular nucleus of the thalamus (NRT). This plays a crucial role in the operating dynamics of the feature attractor circuit; but detailed description of its function is beyond the scope of this sketch.

Further, again because of the randomness of the wiring, the individual ensembles of neurons which become highly excited together will tend to have very low pairwise overlap; even for inputs that are fairly ‘similar’ to one another. Except for the recent interest in sparse representations in multiple basis sets shown by information theorists, the properties of ensembles of VQ codebook vectors that are allowed to jointly become ‘excited’ together (because they are all fairly close to the input vector) have not been studied much. Normal VQ systems only allow the single closest codebook vector to respond to an input. However, for the past 10 years the participants in my UCSD graduate course ECE-270 (Neurocomputing) have been assigned a significant number of theoretical and computer simulation exercises on this subject. While these results have not yet been published (this report will now facilitate that), many of the properties described above are easy to establish.

The net result of the feature attractor circuit development process is the creation of a lexicon of a few thousand stable states representing a rich and accurate set of descriptors for the input information environment that that particular circuit is exposed to. Each time the circuit is not ‘busy’ (i.e., there have been no inputs for a while, or it has processed an input and descended into, and held, one of its stable states for a few tens of milliseconds and has now become ‘fatigued’ with that activity), any new input causes the circuit to ‘describe’ it by falling into its close matching symbolic state (if any). In this way, the feature attractor functions as an ‘analog to symbolic converter.’ During sleep, the general arousal input to cortex is suspended and feature attractors stop functioning (unless they are specifically individually selected to participate in learning during sleep). However, at all times during wakefulness, feature attractors will briefly fall into their close matching (in terms of feature attractor neuron Hamming distance) symbolic state whenever they are presented with a new input that they recognize (multiple feature attractors can be used to implement large lexicons).

Besides their function as ‘analog to symbolic converters,’ feature attractor neuronal circuits can carry out other duties as well. For example, when a symbol in the lexicon of a particular feature attractor is to be used as an assumed fact in a confabulation operation; it is important that the ensemble of feature detector neurons of that circuit representing the assumed fact symbol be held in an active state until the relevant knowledge base has operated (this is discussed below) and delivered the excitation from this assumed fact symbol to the symbols of the answer region(s) to which it is linked. Because of the relative delays of the links (axon propagation speeds range from 1 to 100 m/s), some assumed fact feature attractors may have to hold their symbols active for quite a while (many tens of milliseconds).
As discussed above, feature attractors that are running free will frequently, and autonomously, switch their symbolic state as new inputs arrive. This is not acceptable when such a circuit is representing an assumed fact being used in a confabulation operation. This is where the operation command input of each feature attractor circuit comes into play. This operation command (the triggering of which will be discussed later) simply causes a feature attractor to hold its present symbol active as long as the command is sustained (up to perhaps a few hundred ms). This is used in setting up and momentarily locking in the assumed fact symbol inputs needed by a confabulation operation. The issuance of these feature attractor operation commands is part of the action command sequence that defines the particular confabulation thought process being carried out (these are the thought process analogs of a muscle contraction command sequence involved in a movement process).

Figure 6 Cortical implementation of confabulation. Here, assumed fact symbols (each represented by hundreds of neurons, of which six are shown in pink) on four cortical source regions are delivering knowledge item link input excitation to neurons representing lexicon symbols on a cortical answer region (which has been erased and is being held static) about to carry out confabulation. For clarity, the answer region is enlarged. The answer region has thousands of symbols, each represented by a fixed set of hundreds of feature detector neurons; but here, only 20 of these feature detector neurons are shown for each of three of these symbols. One symbol’s neurons are shown in red with all open circle neurons because none of these are receiving link input excitation. Green neurons representing a second symbol are receiving two links; so roughly 20% of them are being excited (the excited neurons are illustrated by filled circles). A third symbol’s neurons (blue) are receiving excitation from four links and so roughly 40% of its neurons are being excited. These simultaneous knowledge base inputs require only a few tens of milliseconds to have their excitation effect. Then the answer region feature attractor operation command is suspended (see text) and this circuit snaps into the single symbol state which received the highest total excitation (the sum of the final link synapse efficacies); chosen from among those symbols that received the largest number of knowledge links (in this case four). As described in the text, after the feature attractor converges (which takes only a few tens of milliseconds), the only neurons active on the answer region will be those representing that answer lexicon symbol with the highest estimated quality. Thus, the feature attractor circuit can implement confabulation. By only partially relaxing the feature attractor control input, the highly excited symbols can have their entire complement of representing neurons excited. But the competition process that causes elimination of all but the top answer is suppressed in this case. This causes the symbols of the expectation to be left fully excited for a brief moment. Additional link input(s) are then immediately brought in and the control input is dropped; causing the feature attractor to snap into the best matching symbol from among the expectation symbols. This is how expectations are formed and used.

Its operation command can also be used to cause a feature attractor circuit to carry out confabulation (i.e., to carry out the function of an answer lexicon). The first step in this process is to erase or clear the circuit of any symbol that it may be expressing or may be in the process of activating. This is done by sending the operation command twice in succession; with the second command input sustained. The first input freezes the circuit’s state. The immediate interruption and resumption of the command then causes the circuit to assume a passive state in which the attraction dynamics of the circuit are suspended for the duration of the second operation command signal. In this passive state, feature detector neurons of the cortical region of the circuit can receive
input and become excited; but the rest of the feature attractor circuit (in particular, the thalamic volume of the circuit) will not respond to these excitations. It is during this passive state (which usually only exists for a tiny fraction of a second and, at most, a second or two) that the inputs from the assumed fact symbols are received by the feature detector neurons. As soon as the feature detector neurons have received (and processed through their precedence hierarchy) all of these assumed fact excitations, the operate command is momentarily either fully suspended (if the best answer is desired) or ‘lightened up’ (if an expectation is desired). The resulting best answer symbol, or an expectation set of symbols, can then be used as an input to the next stage of mental information processing (how confabulation is implemented by a feature attractor is described below in subsection 3.3). The theory holds that this confabulation operation is the only information processing that goes on in the cerebral cortex. All mental information processing is constructed out of combinations of such processes. As will be described below, each time an answer is determined (but not an expectation), a new action command is issued. Thus, cortical processing can implement **branching operations**; in the sense that the selection of subsequent thought commands (confabulation process commands) can depend on the outcome of a previous confabulation. It is this property that makes cortex a **universal computer** in roughly the Turing sense.

As mentioned, the theory predicts that each cognitive processing step (confabulation operation) will be slightly preceded by a distinctive ‘double pulse’ command input to clear the feature attractor. This is perhaps the widely reported and seemingly ubiquitous ‘cognition-related field potential oscillation’ that seems to slightly precede cortical cognitive processing [Konig; Stryker].

### 3.2 Knowledge Item Implementation in Cortex

Figure 5 illustrates the manner in which the theory envisions an individual item of knowledge being implemented in cortex. These links utilize a two-step transmission process through the unchanging, and locally randomly wired, cortical axonal network. My preliminary mathematical and computer simulation studies of a simplified model of this design (and related models built by participants in my UCSD ECE-270 course), which have not yet been published, indicates that this scheme will indeed work: an individual symbol can implement tens of thousands of links to other symbols on other regions without interference or link failure. Having many symbols (each on a different region) transmitting at the same time to the same target region (where confabulation will be carried out) does not seem to cause interference problems either. Another characteristic of this design is its robust tolerance of gradual random symbol-representation feature detector neuron and transponder neuron death.

A key insight from these studies of knowledge item implementation is that only a small fraction (perhaps 10%, although this probably varies from one functional area of cortex to another) of each target symbol’s neurons will receive knowledge link inputs from the source symbol’s transponder neurons. At first, this inescapable conclusion seemed very bad for the theory. But it is actually very good! This is how the arithmetic of feature attractor circuit operation is kept precise (which it must be): by replacing dependence on individual neuron summation processes with a process that simply counts up the total average excitation being delivered to different sized groups of neurons (smaller groups have no chance in the confabulation competition and the largest groups compete on total distributed excitation). This is now explained.

### 3.3 How Feature Attractors Carry Out Confabulation

Figure 6 illustrates how confabulation is hypothesized to be implemented by an answer feature attractor circuit. Each symbol of the answer circuit lexicon is receiving an integer number of links (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.). In the example of Figure 6, some of the answer circuit symbols (such as the symbol with blue neurons illustrated) are receiving links from all four of the assumed fact symbols shown. Assuming that the feature attractor circuit is being used to obtain the best answer (as opposed to forming and using an expectation, a mode of operation which is discussed separately below), those answer circuit symbols that are receiving zero, one, two, or three links have no chance whatsoever of being the symbol to which the circuit will converge when the operate command is released; no matter what their total excitations. This is because the number of representing neurons of these symbols that are receiving excitation (roughly 0%, 10%, 20%, or 30%) are simply not going to successfully compete against any symbol that has 40% of its neurons being excited, as their signals propagate through the cortex-to-thalamus-to-cortex loop of the circuit. Thus, the competition for the winning symbol will be exclusively among those which received the largest number of links (in this case, four).
Figure 7 Speculation on how individual knowledge base control works. Here, an answer (i.e., target) region – shown in blue – is to receive excitation from knowledge links emanating from an active symbol on a source region – shown in green. In order for the excitation from these links to have any effect on the symbol neurons they synapse with in the target region, the target region must receive a preparatory signal in close temporal proximity to the knowledge link inputs. This preparatory signal – shown as a narrow dotted blue arrow -- originates from a cluster of glomeruli (shown in red in the thalamus) in a higher-order thalamic nucleus (see text). The preparatory signal is nothing but a relay (by the cluster) of a layer VI signal sent from the source region whenever any one of its symbols has become active immediately following a confabulation operation carried out on that region. However, the thalamic cluster will only relay this signal if it has been ‘switched on’ (modulated) by a thought command signal (shown as a dashed brown line) which originates as a layer V output signal in yet a third cortical region. If this thought command signal has been issued by the brown region, then the red cluster’s glomeruli are modulated on and the (driving) input (narrow green arrow) from the green region is immediately relayed to the blue region (dotted blue line). If this thought command signal has not been issued by the brown region, then the red cluster’s glomeruli are not modulated on and the green signal is not relayed – in which case the blue region does not respond to the incoming knowledge link excitation from the green region. This design requires one unique thalamic cluster for each of the hundreds of thousands of knowledge bases in human cortex – which is exactly what the theory postulates. Further, it requires that each paired knowledge base and cluster have one or more control regions (there is no reason there cannot be more than one for each knowledge base) assigned to it. These regions provide the thought control action command outputs that, by the above mechanism, enable the operation of the links of that knowledge base. Without this individual control of each knowledge base, pairs of regions that are linked by a knowledge base could never function at the same time without invoking this knowledge. This restriction would cause frequent interference between thought processes.

The total excitation of each contending target symbol is defined to be the sum of the average efficacies of its link implementation synapses. In this instance, for contending answer symbol $\varepsilon_5$, this will be (ignoring random overlaps between the excited target neuron subsets) a sum of the form $[A \log(p(\alpha_1|\varepsilon_5)/p_0) + C] + [A \log(p(\beta_2|\varepsilon_5)/p_0) + C] + [A \log(p(\gamma_3|\varepsilon_5)/p_0) + C] + [A \log(p(\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)/p_0) + C]$ (where $A$, $p_0$, and $C$ are explained in the caption of Figure 5, and $\alpha_1$, $\beta_2$, $\gamma_3$, and $\delta_4$ are the symbol indices of the assumed fact symbols on source regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 – as shown in Figure 6). This sum can be mathematically re-expressed as $A \log[p(\alpha_1|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\beta_2|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)] - 4 \log(p_0) + 4 C$. However, since the logarithm is a strictly monotonically increasing function and the constant $A$ is positive, the ordering of these total excitations among the contending
symbols will be exactly the same as the ordering of their $p(\alpha_1|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\beta_2|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3|\varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4|\varepsilon_5)$ values (there estimated qualities). Thus, the answer feature attractor will carry out confabulation; ending (after the circuit dynamically snaps into the most excited pure state) with all the neurons representing the symbol $\varepsilon_5$ with the highest estimated quality in an active state (and all other feature detector neurons inactive) on its cortical region at the end of its operation period following release of the circuit’s operation command.

Ignoring the propagation transit times of the knowledge link signals (which, for some long links, might need to leave their source regions 10 to 30 ms before confabulation begins), an answer feature attractor circuit can probably carry out a confabulation operation in well under 100 ms. Consider that one such operation might well involve five or six, or sometimes more, assumed facts: each sending tens, to as many as thousands, of knowledge links to hundreds or even thousands of answer region symbols. That the neurons of a feature attractor circuit (which can each be simplistically viewed as ‘processors with 1 kHz clocks’) can implement the effective equivalent of the millions of calculations needed to determine the best answer symbol in a tiny fraction of a second is quite impressive. This is the method by which the brain can carry out cognition in time intervals only slightly longer than those required for the propagation of the involved axonal signals. [That brains seem to be able to do this is a widely noted fact – consider that the player of a simulated ‘gunfighter’ game can ‘shoot’ a bad person (who suddenly appears in the ‘wild west’ street video scene being observed by the player) with a total delay of only a few hundred milliseconds – not much longer than the axonal transport delay time from eye to sensory brain to motor brain to arm and trigger finger muscles.]

When the answer feature attractor control input is not completely released at the conclusion of knowledge link input, but only relaxed, the feature attractor completes one round trip of internal interaction, but is inhibited from selecting a single winning token. All of the neurons representing symbols receiving the maximum number of links become excited and all other neurons are suppressed. This is the neural implementation of an expectation. Additional assumed fact links can then be brought in (over the next few tens of milliseconds) and that symbol belonging to the expectation which receives the greatest total additional excitation input will (when the control input is then completely released) have all its neurons become active on the answer region. The neurons of all other symbols will effectively be silent. If the supplemental input does not target any of the expectation symbols the circuit collapses into a null state (meaning that no symbol of the expectation was confirmed).

In this way, an expectation can be used to confine or restrict a confabulation operation to a pre-selected set of candidate answers – namely, those belonging to the expectation. For many applications (for example, instant and automatic segmentation of a single, complicated, attended – ‘expected’ – object from an auditory or visual scene), this is the essential operation. Expectation can be used to explain the long-known, but paradoxical, observation that often, at any given moment, higher sensory areas only seem to be responding to inputs from a single attended object. The theory explains this as the use of expectation to ‘clip out’ the attended object from the other elements of the “blooming, buzzing, world” (to quote Professor George Miller of Princeton) at the lowest levels of cortical sensory processing; thereby allowing the subsequent portions of cortex to concentrate on this isolated object.

### 3.4 Knowledge Base Control

As just mentioned, each knowledge base (group of all knowledge links from one particular cortical lexicon to a second) must be deliberately activated for it to function properly. In essence, this means that a command signal must be sent for a knowledge base (of which mature human cortex might have hundreds of thousands) in order for its links to be able to function correctly. I don’t know exactly how this mechanism works; but suspect that the process involves what Sherman and Guillery [Sherman and Guillery] term higher-order thalamic nuclei (which make up a large fraction of thalamus and do not contain any of the thalamic volumes involved in feature attractor circuits). The idea (see Figure 7) is that a special signal sent from layer V of a cortical region (see below) to a particular small cluster of glomeruli (in a higher-order nucleus) uniquely dedicated to that knowledge base enables the knowledge links (in one direction) between two particular cortical regions to operate. If no such signal is sent to this cluster, then the links will not operate. The speculation of the theory is that such a special signal from a layer V of a cortical region to the cluster might act to ‘facilitatively modulate’
this cluster. These might be some of the modulating inputs from cortex that [Sherman and Guillery] speak of. Then, when the source region of a knowledge base launches its link signals a short time later, a subset of the corresponding active layer VI neuron ensembles of this source region send driving outputs to this same cluster – which, because it has recently been facilitated, vigorously sends these signals on to the target region. Presumably, these driving outputs to the target cortical region (which will arrive very close to the time of the actual link excitations, due to the length similarities of the involved axons) go to layer IV and somehow ‘prepare’ or ‘command’ the feature detector neurons there to process the corresponding link excitation inputs. Without this preparatory signal, the target region will presumably not respond to the knowledge link excitations from this particular source region.

The control of individual knowledge bases is important because two regions which have direct knowledge links may be involved in a thought process at the same time, but not with each other. It would be disastrous if all links (which go from each symbol to symbols on perhaps hundreds of different lexicons) were always ‘functional.’ Obviously, this scheme would require that there be a unique dedicated cluster of “higher order” thalamic glomeruli for each knowledge base. This cluster would have to receive its modulation input from whatever cortical region that controls it and would have to receive its driving input from the source region of that knowledge base. The output of the cluster’s glomeruli would go to the target region of the knowledge base; where it acts to facilitate reception of link excitation. One suspects that the ‘self-timing’ of the signals in this design is critical: the preparatory input arriving perhaps exactly at, or slightly before, the link excitation. This may explain why some cortico-cortical axons become myelinated: to facilitate the precise relative timing of the links and their preparatory signals. As is the case with the feature attractor circuit design, these speculations about knowledge base control generally seem to fit the (quite limited) known facts about the wiring of cortex and thalamus.

3.5 Action Command Generation: Every Moment From Wake-Up to Sleep

The brown elements of Figure 4 (not mentioned in its caption) and the knowledge base control commands of Figure 7 illustrate the theory’s explanation for how cerebral cortex controls movement and cognition. The basic idea is that each time a symbol is made active by a confabulation operation (either an immediate best answer or the symbol that results from successful resolution of an expectation) on an answer feature attractor circuit, a small collection of neurons in layer V of that region, which are permanently (but perhaps not uniquely) paired with that symbol, also automatically and instantly become active also. These layer V neurons generally send their output axons to subcortical structures (termed action nuclei by the theory) located in many places throughout the central nervous system. These layer V outputs are termed action commands. Typically, tens to hundreds of such action commands are generated each second we are awake.

In principle, each lexicon symbol can have its own unique paired action command. But in many cases, multiple symbols trigger the same action command. The special ‘brown’ signals of Figure 7 that control knowledge bases are action commands.

Many of the action commands issued by feature attractor circuits located in primary motor cortex (and in some other brain areas, e.g., perhaps the frontal eye fields) proceed directly to motor nuclei of the brainstem and spinal cord. Thus, motor nuclei are a type of action nucleus. Namely, they are responsible for the control of movement processes – one type of action. Action commands from feature attractors not located in primary motor cortex typically proceed to subcortical thought nuclei, which (the theory postulates) are responsible for controlling cortical feature attractors and knowledge bases. Many of these thought nuclei are clusters of glomeruli in the higher order nuclei of the thalamus, as shown in Figure 7. But others are located in the brainstem and elsewhere.

That a vast majority of cortex would be involved in issuing thought action commands, as opposed to movement action commands, makes sense because there are many more feature attractors and knowledge bases than muscles. So it is no wonder that a much larger portion of cortex is devoted to producing such thought process control action commands.
Most action commands represent ‘low-level housekeeping functions’ that are executed reflexively whenever a particular symbol (often one of a large set of symbols that will elicit the same action command) becomes active on the region. For example, whenever a circuit has been used as the answer region of a confabulation process that is recalling a stored action sequence (these are typically located in frontal cortex ahead of the central sulcus), that circuit (and others which always function with it) must then be immediately erased and prepared for generating the next sequence symbol. This is an action command that is issued along with the expression of the current action sequence symbol. Overriding such reflexive thought progressions is possible; but generally involves shutting off all cortical arousal in a general area via action commands issued to brainstem thought nuclei. The result is a momentary freezing of function as a new thought process stream is inaugurated.

Many action commands (particularly those associated with selection of high-level behaviors) cannot be generated immediately; but must first be vetted by the basal ganglia. There is much more to say about action command generation (little of which I know – e.g., you want to know where the feature attractor operation commands come from and how they function; well so do I); but the above gives an idea of the basic view of the theory).

4. Discussion

Feature attractor networks and the neurons which implement items of knowledge begin dying, slowly and randomly, as soon as they are formed. A compelling aspect of this theory is that both feature attractor circuits and knowledge links are quite insensitive to this random loss of tissue. Computer experiments with feature attractor models suggest that half of the initial complement of neurons can randomly die without effecting overall correct functioning. Numerical studies of knowledge links suggest a similar, although perhaps somewhat lower percentage, failure tolerance. However, I suspect that there is quite a bit more to this story. In particular, the lower failure tolerance of links probably means that long-disused knowledge items will suffer eventual loss because of the gradual erosion of the transponder neurons and target symbol neurons. Before complete loss, sometimes the use of multiple knowledge links aimed at the same symbol (e.g., when we use mnemonics to recall an almost-forgotten item of knowledge) can sometimes ‘assist’ a nearly-lost link in recalling its target token. However, if a knowledge item is occasionally used, neurons which were previously not as well connected (or which have been newly created and randomly wired up), can be recruited and added to the circuit to restore the link to full functionality. This is why we forget knowledge after very long disuse, but retain knowledge that is at least occasionally used.

The neuron ensemble triple associated with a symbol in a feature attractor circuit probably also slowly degrades, if unused (not just through neuron death, but also because of the circuit’s natural propensity to adjust to its long-term statistical environment). Thus, over long periods of disuse (typically many years) a symbol can disappear from the circuit’s lexicon. In my own case, total lack of contact with amaretto cookies (which I loved in early childhood) from about age 7 to age 28 almost extinguished that odor representation symbol from one of my smell lexicons. Upon experiencing the odor again after more than two decades, it took considerable effort at first to ‘recall’ it and place it in context. After many seconds of concentrated effort (with the effort being led by the limbic system – the first realization being that this was a ‘very happy’ odor); everything came rushing back. Subsequently, neither this symbol, nor its knowledge links, have ever again been allowed to wilt.

A conclusion of this theory is that although perhaps hundreds of them are used for storing each individual item of knowledge (token to token link), and although many synapses probably go unused, the $10^{14}$ to $10^{15}$ synapses of the mature human cerebral cortex [Mountcastle; Nichols; Steward] probably provide us with a storage capacity measured in billions of items of knowledge. This implies that children (and adults too!) probably accumulate millions of new items of antecedent support knowledge every day. Sorting each day’s short and medium term memories and converting selected ones into a more permanent form is a huge job. It is no wonder that we must sleep a third of the time.

To appreciate the vast storage capacity of your cerebral cortex; imagine for a moment that you are being asked a long series of detailed questions about the kitchen in your home. Describe all the spoons and where they are
kept; then the forks, then the drinking glasses, and so on. Describe how you select and employ each item, where and when you obtained it, and some memorable occasions when it was used. Obviously, such a process could go on for tens of hours and still turn up lots of new information. Now consider that you could probably answer such detailed questions for thousands of mental arenas.

Given sufficient time and effort, humans and some other vertebrates can answer certain novel questions for which there are no pre-existing stored thought processes. A raven (presumably a confabulator of some sort) can fashion a hook at one end of an initially straight length of wire and then use it to pull a small basket of food up and out of a long clear plastic tube [Weir]. Humans have proven the Four Color Theorem and Fermat’s Last Theorem, and developed a theory of quantum electrodynamics. But these feats (excellent simulations of reasoning by labored use of confabulation within highly constrained, and natively ‘logical,’ cognitive domains) are highly misleading if used as hints about the workings of ordinary thought. [When you park your car you do not reason – you simply confabulate your way into the available spot.] It was perhaps such misleading hints that caused this theory not to have been discovered many years ago.

This completes this introductory sketch of the cortical theory. Obviously, there are many missing pieces and details. But the general picture of a unified mechanism for knowledge acquisition and use seems compelling and correct. It has exactly all the right qualitative characteristics and it answers the most difficult questions (such as how cognition can be carried out so fast and reliably over time using hardware that is slow and constantly dying). Further, the theory offers a clear picture of how it could be tested. Either there are feature attractor networks and knowledge links or there aren’t.

Finally, notwithstanding all the arguments presented here in favor of confabulation being the underlying mechanism of cognition, many will not accept this hypothesis without more evidence. For example, more computer thinking experiments. Well, these exist and they are strongly supportive of the theory’s claims. These results are beginning to be published separately. Overall, the main purpose of this report is to provide general background for more focused reports to follow.
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APPENDIX

Derivation of Equation Relating Ideal Quality and Estimated Quality

Using the identity $p(abcde) = p(a|bcde) \cdot p(b|cde) \cdot p(c|de) \cdot p(d|e) \cdot p(e)$ [Pearl] and using the fact that ANDed events commute, we can write the quantity $p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5)$ in all four of the following ways:

$$
p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 | \varepsilon_5) = p(\alpha_2 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5) 
= p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5) = p(\alpha_1 | \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\beta_2 | \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3 | \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)
$$

Applying Bayes law to all of the quantities in the first four parentheses yields:

$$
[p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)]^4 = [p(\alpha_1 | \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\beta_2 | \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3 | \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\beta_2 | \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3 | \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\gamma_3 | \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\varepsilon_5)].
$$

Applying Bayes law to all of the quantities in the first four parentheses yields:

$$
[p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)]^4 = [p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\beta_2 | \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\gamma_3 | \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\delta_4 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\delta_4 | \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5)].
$$

Assuming that all of the probabilities in the first four parentheses are non-zero (which, if not, would presumably indicate either an ‘exception’ that must be explicitly learned, e.g., ‘an historical example’ instead of ‘a historical example,’ or inferior lexicons that need further improvement); we can cancel all of the like terms in their numerators and denominators. Finally, recalling that all of the first factors in these first four parentheses equal $p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5)$, and moving the first parenthetical quantity down to be the fourth, gives:

$$
[p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 | \varepsilon_5)]^4 = [p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\beta_2 \varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\gamma_3 \varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\alpha_1 \beta_2 \gamma_3 \delta_4 \varepsilon_5) / p(\delta_4 \varepsilon_5)] 
\cdot [p(\alpha_1 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\beta_2 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\gamma_3 \varepsilon_5) \cdot p(\delta_4 \varepsilon_5)].
$$

which is the formula used in the report.